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Peter M. Whitlock,

I really enjoyed reading through the W=10 information that was
sent to me, and my interest was reforged with the arrival of my first
newsletter.

Going over the charts I made a lot of sense of most, but I am not
completely sure of your system of denotation of generations and how I
can follow my line backward and forward. Also I would like to better
understand what the w-10 is supposed to mean, and what other informatimn
is avalible. Am I to assume the Whitlock's of Virginia are the only
ones I am related to and all the W=10 people are in the same line?

All I was sure about before I had this correspondence with you was
that my Grandmother's maiden name was (P2) Zelma P. Whitlock, and My
Great=Grandfather's name (06) Clyde Woolsey Whitlock, and my Great=
Great=Grandfather's name (N2) Lycurgus Whitlock.

Looking at the chart, the part I can follow, I can see I will be
able to give you a lot more information on the Whitlock1s on your chart
in particular their children, my cousins~ For example though I need to
do some more exact research on names and dates, but (P5) Clearence
Lester Whitlock was in my close, vicinity as he lived ,in Portage, Ind.
and he worked at U.S. Steel in Gary, Ind. and his wife worked at a
cleaners in Por~age, they had three children to my knowledge and their
names were Karla, Sheryl, and Richard. Lester and his wife later retired
to Florida where they both still live. Anyhow, I will follow up on
exact details after some researeh, I see many possible additions to your
chart.

Last, but not least I have some minor corrections and additions to
your chart.
1 •• (R2) married Rebecca Diane Bronson born May 26th 1958
2 •• (Q2) =M- (2) Betty Grace Navolt

Above corrections are birthdate and spelling of Navolt.

1 •• ( above Betty Grace Navolt was born September ls~ 1927)

Above addition is birthdate.

That's all for now, thanks and will research and communicate later.

Sincerely,

Daniel 1. Galiher


